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Abstract6

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a network comprises of mobile nodes connected without7

any centralized administration. Each node in the network has the ability to share a large8

number of objects with other nodes. The nodes are connected with other nodes to forward a9

message to other nodes until the search for node that desire meets. This paper represents a10

new replication method to recover the performance in distributed system. Objects are11

replicated on different nodes in the network to minimize the search for an object. It is12

observed that mobility of nodes predicted using SOM (Self Organizing Maps) technique13

provides less accuracy. This paper represents an algorithm that uses the network parameters14

as input condition to replicate objects into the nodes. The decision for each node will be taken15

by gathering the input conditions and feed to the Hopfield Neural Network. It is view that it16

will provide more accuracy and improve the performance.17

18

Index terms— hop field network, mobile ad hoc networks, neural networks, replication, routing, routing19
protocols.20

1 Introduction21

ue to increase in the demand of the computers in our daily life, it increases the demand of connectivity. Through22
connectivity of various nodes in the network, these nodes in the network can easily share their data or objects.23
Wired network have been used for a long time. Due to some restrictions of wired network, requirement for the24
wireless network has been increased for sending messages, emails and communicate with other. So Mobile Ad-hoc25
Network (MANET) have been developed which comprises of a large number of nodes. In mobile ad-hoc network,26
nodes can communicates with the other nodes without any need of central administration or base station [2].27
MANET is commonly used for all purpose like offices for doing work and colleges for maintain details.28

Authors ? e-mails: tanuchawla15@rediffmail.com, drmukeshji@gmail.com So today demand for the ad-hoc29
network enhances. Mobile Ad-hoc Network is an autonomous system of mobile routers which are connected30
with the wireless links and easily communicate with each other. Each node has the ability to move freely in31
the network at any place. In Mobile ad-hoc network, each node communicates with its neighbours by forward a32
query message and establishes the communication between them [3].33

This shows that every node acts as a host as well as a router [4]. Such a network may be used for the large34
number of nodes. So this network is a multi-hoped communication network. In this network, the routing protocols35
are used to transmit the data between the nodes in the network. MANET is used in many applications such as36
military services, healthcare [1]. Inside the wired network, when one node goes outside from the network, then37
it disturbs the whole network and the problem will not easily solved. So these days, people prefers to wireless38
network scalability, fault-tolerance and accessibility of data services [6]. It is a technique stored on the multiple39
locations which reduce the search size. To be most useful, data replication should be invisible to the user. The40
main improvement of using replication is that if you change only single copy of the data that presents in one41
node then data available on other nodes changes automatically. This solves a large number of problems. So42
replication is commonly used. Maintaining various copies of data is one of the most successful ways to stay away43
from database availability problems. After failure produced in one database, then you have the ability to use44
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another local copy of the database or you can also competent of use the copy of the database that are present on45
other site. In networking, replication is well thought-out as a most important method to extend reliability [7].III.46

2 Overview on Artificial Neural Network47

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computing system consists of a large number of processing elements which48
are used to take inputs and then processing takes place and then gives response to the inputs [8]. A large Neural49
Network consists of a large number of processing elements [9].50

Neural network is made up of a number of layers. Layers are prepared by a number of interconnected nodes51
which include an activation function. Patterns are represented in the network as the input layer, which has links52
to one or more ’hidden layers’ and input layer communicates with middle layer known as hidden layer. In the53
hidden layer, processing is done through a number of weighted connections. The hidden layer directly linked to54
an output layer which has the capability to gives response to all the inputs [10].55

IV.56

3 Role of Replication in Manet57

Replication is one of the most important techniques is most commonly used in MANET which allow the nodes to58
come apart the objects between them. The objective of this technique is to care for a number of object replicas59
in excess of the time before a node exits in decentralized and amorphous environment [11]. That is the reason60
that shows the need to replicate objects on the number of nodes that are linked to one another in the network,61
which is necessary [13]. V.62

4 Related Work63

We observe a large number of replication techniques that are most commonly used. Some of them are: reactive64
and proactive replication. Reactive replication is the generally used algorithm. In reactive replication, the65
requesting node has the copy of the object from the source node. After completion of the search, a copy of object66
is produced into the node where the query was generated. In this type of replication overhead is higher. But the67
main advantage of using this technique is that it minimizes the storage for replicas, so it provides better results.68
The only problem with this replication method is more overhead.69

In proactive replication, the object is replicated from the node that is requested to the node that is provided70
only in the selected nodes. Sometimes it is copied along the complete path of the successful query from source71
node to requested node. It is called as the path replication. After the completion of the query, replication of72
object is takes place in the complete path from source node to node that are requested [13]. Beyond that a new73
third type of replication algorithm is developed known as ”random replication”. In random replication, beyond74
the enquiry is completed, the objects are copied randomly in selective nodes along the path from the requester75
to the requested node.76

5 VI.77

6 Problem Overview78

A network consists of a large number of nodes. Each node in the network has the ability to share their objects79
with other nodes [1]. By using one of the different kinds of search techniques, the location of the data is retrieved.80
A query for the certain object is initiated to perform the search among nodes. These nodes are linked with one81
another forward a request message from one node to another node until a search for a certain object is completed.82
The queries were processed on each node from source node to requested node. The message passes to the various83
nodes through connection between them until the node that is requested is determined. The nodes which are84
used to forward a message from source node to request node is known as the path. The shorter path length has85
more performance than a longer path.86

Replication method is the one of the method to get a good performance in a search on a distributed system [13].87
This paper also calculates the predictability of the nodes. The main benefit of mobility prediction is to assign next88
access point before the mobile terminal leaves its current one which reduces the intrusion time in communication89
between terminal mobiles. Prediction is implemented using SOM (Self Organizing Maps) technique [13]. But90
that offers less accuracy. This paper implements new prediction technique which is Hopfield Neural Network91
technique used in MANET that will offer high accuracy and provide high performance.92

7 VII.93

8 Proposed Algorithm94

This algorithm is used to replicate the objects randomly on the nodes after the successful search to reduce our95
search and time and improve the performance of the system. This algorithm depends upon the theory of finding96
the conditions of the nodes that are moves out of network. According to this scheme, when a request for a certain97
object is created, and previously it is to be found then this algorithm is used to randomly replicate the objects98
along the path from source node to the node that is requested. The proposed algorithm uses the hops as an input99
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condition to make the decision for replicate objects into the nodes. The decision made by gathering the input100
parameters of each node and feed this input parameters into the Hopfield Network technique.101

The various steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows: 1. Firstly, a set of input parameters such as packet102
ratio, energy and E2E delay are gathered as inputs. 2. Then the algorithm has to choose the nodes that are103
needed to replicate. 3. Then it checks the state of the node using Hopfield Network algorithm. 4. The output104
”0” is for nodes about to leave the network and ”1” for those who have enough time to stay in the network. 5.105
Once a nodes category is specified, the copy of the requested object is placed for those nodes whose category is106
set to ”1”. 6. On the other hand, those nodes which contains the ”0” category, the replication scheme ignores107
the replication of object on that node. 7. Then the category for the next node to be evaluated. 8. The method108
keeps on going until the requesting node in the random replication is reached.109

data is trained using the supervised learning. So it gives better performance than using SOM Algorithm. Flow110
Chart of the proposed algorithm is No Yes Yes No A set of input parameters are fed into Hopfield algorithm111
as input for each node to classify the input data into the groups. Only two categories of output are produced112
by Hopfield network for making decisions for the nodes. These are either ”0” or ”1”. The number ”0” indicates113
the nodes about to leave the network and ”1” for those who are not going out from the network. When the114
search for all the data completed, then the random replication is used to replicate the objects randomly from the115
source node to requested node. It firstly checks the category of each node along the path by using the Hopfield116
algorithm. After the category for each node is explained, then replication scheme randomly copy the requested117
object for those nodes whose category is set to ”1”. On the other hand, the nodes which contain the ”0” category,118
the replication scheme will not produce the replication of object for that node and check the category for the119
next node.120

9 Hopfield Network121

Hopfield Network is a neural recurrent network which is used to classify input data into groups. The The inputs122
parameters for the nodes are distance energy and round trip time (RTT) and output contains only two values 0123
or 1. This process is used for each node until the node that is requested is reached.124

10 a) Distance125

In the Mobile Ad-hoc Network, each node must be able to send a message to another node and able to establish126
the communication between them. Each node in the network sends the message to a node that it is linked is127
called initial node. The distance between two nodes is intended by using the simple equation which is expressed128
as:D= ?[???(??) ? ??(?? + 1)? 2 + ???(??) ? ??(?? + 1)? 2 ]129

Here D shows the distance between two nodes and i shows the initial node from which we want to calculate the130
distance and sqrt is a square root function which is used to calculate the square root of given value. Each node131
in the network wants to communicate with the neighbouring nodes. Each node contains some energy. When the132
nodes communicate with neighbouring nodes, they consume some energy. Here energy factor is used to calculate133
the energy which is consumed when the nodes communicates with another nodes.134

11 IX.135

12 Results136

The performance evaluation of SOM and Hopfield Network was carried out using NS-2.34. For the experiments137
performed, a variable-size network of size 300 sq m was randomly generated with number of nodes typically in138
the range of 10-100. The power of the sensor radio transmitter was set so that any node within a 20 meter radius139
is within communication range and is called a neighbour of the sensor. Hopfield network provides better result140
than SOM Network. It shows the packet delivery ratio and E2E Delay generated by SOM Algorithm using 100141
nodes and compares it with the packet delivery ratio and E2E Delay generated by Hopfield Algorithm.142

It shows the Generated and Received Packets by SOM Algorithm using 100 nodes and compares it with the143
Generated and Received Packets by Hopfield Algorithm.144

X.145

13 Conclusion and Future work146

This paper has proposed a scheme that is used for replicating objects on various nodes in a shapeless, self-147
configuring and self-motivated network, which randomly replicate the objects by determining the states of the148
node. If the status of the node is 1, which means that object is replicated for that node and status 0 indicates149
that object is not replicated for that node. For this, we proposed a new algorithm. The proposed algorithm tries150
to increase the accuracy and enhance the performance in MANET. As a result, data will be available at more151
nodes and it will be accessible vastly. Due to this, it will improve the performance of the network and provides152
more accuracy. 1153
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